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Partial least squares path modeling (PLS) has seen increased use in the information systems 
research community. One of the stated key advantages of PLS is that it weights the indicator 
variables based on the strength of the relationship between the indicators and the underlying 
constructs, which presumably decreases the effect of measurement error in the analysis results. In 
this paper we argue that this assumption is not valid. While PLS indeed does weight the indicators 
to maximize the explained variance, it does this by including error variance in the model thus 
reducing construct validity. We use a simulation study of a simple PLS model to show that when 
compared to traditional sum scale approach, PLS estimates are actually often less valid. Although 
our study has its limitations, it hints that the use of PLS as a theory testing tool should be re-
evaluated and that more research testing the effectiveness of the PLS approach is in order. 
Keywords:  Partial least squares, construct validity, Monte Carlo simulation 
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Introduction 
Partial least squares path modeling (PLS) has seen increased use among information systems researchers 
(Marcoulides and Saunders, 2006). Most commonly, this method is used as an alternative to structural equation 
modeling (SEM) when evaluating path models; These models consists of several constructs that are hypothesized to 
be causally linked to form a structural model and each construct is measured with one or more indicator variables. 
PLS differs fundamentally from SEM by dealing with composites
1
 rather than treating the hypothetized constructs as 
latent variables (Marcoulides, Chin, and Saunders, 2009; McDonald, 1996). In the PLS approach, the composites are 
considered as approximations of latent constructs, and the structural model consists of regression paths between the 
composites. Although in the IS literature, researchers often choose between PLS and SEM as their main analysis 
method, this is a false dichotomy: The fundamental question in analyzing these models is whether one wants to treat 
the constructs as latent variables or estimate scores for the constructs. If one chooses to not calculate scores for the 
constructs, SEM with latent variables is the most appropriate choice. However, if the one decides to calculate scores 
for the constructs and then estimate the hypothetized relationships between the constructs with regression analysis, 
PLS is one but not the only available alternative (McDonald, 1996). 
In the PLS approach, the composites are considered as approximations of the constructs, and the structural model 
consists of regression paths between the composites. The justification for using PLS rather than “first generation” 
alternatives (Fornell, 1985) relates to measurement. Most commonly this is presenting by discussing the ability of 
SEM to explicitly model and partial out measurement error and implicitly stating that PLS would do the same by 
presenting PLS as a method for estimating SEM models (Chin, 1998; Haenlein and Kaplan, 2004; Henseler, Ringle, 
and Sinkovics, 2009). Sometimes the argument is presented more explicitly by stating that the weighting of the 
items in PLS minimizes the effect of measurement error (Chin, Marcolin, and Newsted, 2003). Earlier papers about 
PLS argued that the fact that the item blocks are analyzed in the context of the theoretical model would provide an 
advantage (Fornell, 1985; Thompson and Higgins, 1991). And sometimes it is just stated that the PLS results are not 
affected as strongly by measurement error as regression estimates (Pavlou, 2002) or that PLS separates out irrelevant 
variance from the structural model (Fornell and Bookstein, 1982) without explaining how the method accomplishes 
this. 
The most straightforward way estimate path models of constructs can be called traditional path analysis with simple 
summed scales (Chin, 2010) In this approach composite variables are created by calculating a sum of the indicators
2
 
and then running separate regression for each endogenous variable
3
 using the calculated scores. This way each 
indicator variable has equal contribution to the values of the composite. This approach has the advantage that all the 
statistical theory without latent variables applies immediately without any modifications (McDonald, 1996). Thus 
after forming the composites, parameters for the path model may be estimated the same way as dealing with 
regression equations for endogenous variables. We will compare the similarities and differences between this 
approach with PLS later in the paper.  
Our main argument in the paper is that the indicator weightings by PLS, while indeed maximizing the explained 
variance in the data, results in biased estimates and do not really control for measurement error making this 
potentially worse alternative than the traditional path analysis approach for estimating path models of constructs. 
The reason for this feature is that instead of attempting to minimize the effect of error variance in the model 
estimates, the PLS algorithm actually tries to explain this variance with the model. The main contribution of our 
paper is a simulation study that clearly indicates that in most cases partial least squares path modeling results in 
lower construct validity than estimating the same model and data with summed scales and regression analysis. The 
results hint that the use of the PLS path modeling as a tool for statistical hypothesis testing should perhaps be 
reconsidered, although more analysis on the PLS method is clearly in order. While PLS can handle both reflective 
                                                          
1
 “A composite random variable is a function – usually a weighted sum – of component random variables, and is 
then observable if and only if each of its components is observable” (McDonald, 1996: 239). 
2
 The indicators are often standardized before summing to eliminate effects of different measurement scales and the 
sum is often standardized as well to make it easier to interpret the results. 
3
 Endogenous variables are determined theoretically by factors within the model, while exogenous variables are 
determined by factors outside the model. Thus exogenous variables are not explained by any other variable in the 
model while endogenous variables have at least one explanatory variable. 
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and formative measurement, we focus on reflective measures since these are more commonly used in IS (Cenfetelli 
and Bassellier, 2009). Moreover, contemporary psychometrics considers formative measurement problematic 
(Howell, Breivik, and Wilcox, 2007) and the traditional measures of validity do not apply to formative measurement 
(Bollen, 1989: 222-223) and hence these would require an entirely different set of analyses. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: We start by presenting an overview of construct measurement and 
discuss the concepts of validity and reliability. Then we move to discussion on how path models can be analyzed 
and particularly PLS of these methods deals with measurement error. After this review of the existing theories and 
methods, we present our simulation design for testing how well PLS can recover true construct values of a very 
simple structural model. Thereafter, in the results section we show that the use of PLS results in less accurate 
estimates of construct values than what would be obtained with summed scales. Finally, we present conclusions 
including limitations and suggestion for further analysis.  
Overview of Construct Measurement 
Since the focus of the paper is on validity of measurement, we start by first discussing statistical hypothesis testing 
in general and focusing on reliability and validity in particular. After this discussion, we build our case that the PLS 
method, although valuable for prediction, can potentially provide misleading results when used for theory testing; 
Not all analysis methods are equally good for different task and what is considered as valid statistical analysis 
depends on the goal. Hence a refresher on statistical prediction and statistical explanations is in order. 
The tasks of statistical analyses can be divided into two categories: statistical prediction and statistical explanation. 
Prediction is concerned with finding a model that best predicts the criterion variable regardless of the cause. We 
should bear in mind that this is what PLS was developed for (Wold, 1982) and this is where it is suggested to shine 
(Chin, 1998). The main yardstick on which the quality of a prediction model is judged is criterion related validity, or 
how well the predicted values correlate with the observed ones regardless of the underlying causal mechanisms 
(Nunnally, 1978). For explanatory models, judging the quality of the model is not as straightforward, since one 
needs to first consider the reliability and validity of the measured variables, then test the strength of the relationships 
between these variables while also controlling for any alternative explanation, and finally evaluating how well the 
model tested with one set of data applies to other sets. Since statistical analysis in information system is mostly used 
as a tool for theory testing instead of predicting the values of some criterion variable for the cases, the criteria for 
reliability and validity should be chosen according to the statistical explanation approach. 
Most of the time the concepts that we build our theories from are abstract. Since abstract concepts are not directly 
measurable, they are often measured by several items that form a construct (Borsboom, Mellenbergh, and van 
Heerden, 2003; Nunnally, 1978, p. 96). The degree to which our empirical measures reflect the latent constructs they 
are supposed to measure is termed construct validity. A key problem with estimating the goodness of the 
measurement is that we cannot know the true scores and hence cannot directly measure how well our measures 
correlate with the true score. The traditional true score measurement theory states that our measured scores are a 
result of the true score and measurement error. In the most traditional form, this is expressed as 
 (1) 
where x is the measured score, t is the true score, and e is error term. In this basic form the error term is considered 
to be a result of error in reliability. That is, a result of random variations in measurement instead of any systematic 
error. Since error is considered to be random, we can estimate reliability by using multiple items as parallel tests and 
then based on the correlations between the items estimate the mean correlation between the items and the true score 
(Nunnally, 1978, p. 203). The problem with this approach is that although it provides a measure of reliability, it 
assumes that all reliable variance is related to the construct, while in reality the responses on the items can be caused 
by several different factors of which only one is the construct. Hence this equation is often expressed in the 
following form: 
 (2) 
where x is the measured score, t is the true score, s is item specific and reliable error component, and e is random 
error. Assuming that measured trait or aspect is relatively static, repeating the measurement would result in identical 
t and s but different e for each case. Hence we consider t and s to be reliable although only the first one of these is 
“correct” variance. In other words, since s contains all the variance not related to the construct, this, although 
reliable in the meaning that it is not just random noise, is still considered as error variance from the perspective of 
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construct measurement and hence we call this component reliable error variance. If s correlate across items we 
would consider this systematic measurement error that can manifest e.g. as common method bias. However, often s 
contains mainly the unique nature of the item.  
Consider the following item where an informant is asked to rate his agreement on a scale from one to seven: “Our 
personnel are committed to implementation of new information system”. Let us for the sake of giving an example 
consider that the value that best reflects the true commitment of the personnel of a focal organization would be '5'. A 
person responding to the question can respond to anything between three to seven depending on her personal factors 
or mood during responding to the questionnaire (P. M. Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Jeong-Yeon Lee, and N. P. 
Podsakoff, 2003). If this item was used to measure a construct with a number of similar items that were also 
susceptible to the same person effect, then from the perspective of parallel test reliability, the correlated error terms 
would manifest as reliable variance from the traditional test theory perspective and would thus influence the 
estimate of the true score for the particular construct. Since correlated error terms do cause bias in the construct 
values, psychometricians have developed techniques to control measurement error. Generally the key idea in these 
approaches is to partial out components not related to the measured construct from the indicators (Cronbach, Gleser, 
Nanda, and Rajaratnam, 1972; see Rentz, 1987). 
Measurement error can cause two types of problems: Random error in the constructs decreases the statistical power 
of the test increasing Type II statistical error. In other words, if not controlled for, noise in the data can cause a 
researcher to conclude that a relationship does not exists in the population while in reality it does. Since a result of 
not finding an effect in statistical analysis is often not considered as sufficient evidence of non-existence of the 
effect in real life, but attributed to measurement error, this type of errors are often not serious. Type I error of falsely 
concluding that a relationship exists while it in fact does not, is a much more serious result, since this can lead to 
publishing results that are not valid. The problem is that both Type I error and Type II error can results when the 
error terms of indicators of two different constructs correlate, as illustrated by a recent article about method variance 
(Lance, Dawson, Birkelbach, and Hoffman, 2010). 
To control for the effects of less than perfect reliability of indicators, at least three different approaches exist for 
estimating the relationships between the constructs: (1) using composite variables with prior weights, (2) using 
composite variables with data-dependent weights, or (3) using latent variables (McDonald, 1996). The idea of the 
first two approaches relies on the assumption of measurement error being random or close to random and thus 
combining several items with error cancels out part of this noise in the data. In contrast to the first two manifests 
variables approaches, the third, latent variable approach is a class of methods where the construct values are not 
estimated at all as a part of the model estimation, but the model parameters are estimated indirectly from the 
covariances between the indicators. Structural equation modeling with maximum likelihood estimation is perhaps 
the most widely known and applied of these methods. 
Overview of PLS and Comparison with Alternatives 
Partial least squares estimation does construct measurement by approximating the true values of the constructs with 
weighted sums of the indicators and then using the values of these composites to estimate the path coefficients of the 
model. We prefer to think this as a three step process: In the first step we estimate the indicator weights and 
composite scores, in the second step we run a separate OLS regression analysis on each endogenous variable to 
estimate the path coefficients between the constructs, and in the third step these two steps are replicated with several 
bootstrap samples to estimate standard errors for the model parameters. Calculating the indicator weights is a core 
feature of PLS and hence deserves more attention. 
The iterative estimation of weights proceeds by repeating so-called inner and outer estimation steps until the model 
parameters have converged to the final values. The process starts by replacing each construct value with the 
unweighted average of its standardized indicators. Then in the inner estimation stage these construct values are used 
to estimate the coefficient between the constructs. This involves running a separate OLS regression on each 
endogenous construct. The next step is to estimate new values for the constructs. A couple of different weighting 
schemes exist, but generally this involves calculating the values of each construct as a linear combination of all 
constructs that it is linked to with a path and weighting these based on the results of the regression analyses. Then 
we proceed to outer estimation where we regress each indicator on the calculated construct values. The values of 
these regression paths are used to determine new indicator weights and a new set of construct scores are calculated 
as a weighted average of the indicators. The inner and outer estimation are repeated until the changes to the 
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construct scores become sufficiently small so that we can consider the model as converged. After this, we use 
construct values after the final outer estimation as the final estimates for construct scores. 
When compared this with the simple summed scales approach, estimating a model with PLS differs in three aspects: 
First, instead of treating each indicator as an equally good indicator by imposing equal weights, PLS weights the 
indicators to iteratively maximize the variance explained by the measurement model and structural model. Second, 
the standard errors for path coefficients are estimated with bootstrapping the entire model instead of relying on the 
standard errors of each regression separately. Third, current software implementations of PLS hide some of the 
details of estimating and interpreting the regression models. Although the latter point is not strictly speaking a 
feature of the PLS algorithm, we believe that this 'convenience factor' affects the choice and use of the method. 
Table 1 summarizes three methods for estimating a path model. (See Gefen, Straub, and Boudreau, 2000 for a 
similar comparison.) 
Table 1: Comparison of different estimation approaches for path models 





Construct values are estimated 
as weighted linear 
combinations of indicators. 
Construct values are estimated 
as unweighted linear 
combination of indicators. 
Construct values are not 
estimated. Constructs are 





Separate OLS regression is 
run for each endogenous 
variable. 
Separate OLS regression is 
run for each endogenous 
variable. 
All model coefficients are 
typically estimated by 
constructing a model implied 
covariance matrix and then 
iteratively minimizing a 
discrepancy function between 




for the model 
parameters 
Standard errors are estimated 
by resampling the entire 
model. (Standard errors based 




Standard errors are typically 
estimated based on known 
probability distributions. 
(Resampling estimation is 
possible.) 
Standard errors are estimated 
based on known probability 
distribution. 
A popular argument that is used to justify the use of PLS method instead of alternatives is that the indicator 
weighting scheme gives more emphasis to indicators that are the most reliable measures of the latent constructs 
(Chin et al., 2003). This relates to the fact that PLS has an implicit assumption that all measured variance of the 
variables in the model is useful variance that should be explained, but in reality this assumption often does not hold 
as explained in the example above. In fact, the PLS estimates of construct values are unbiased only under the 
unrealistic condition of non-correlated error terms (Dijkstra, 1983; McDonald, 1996). For this assumption to hold, s 
and e in equation 1 should be uncorrelated across all indicators in the sample. Since we know that even if the error 
terms would not be correlated in the population, the correlations of these random variables follow a known sampling 
distribution, it is very unlikely that they all would be exactly zero in the sample. However, we are not aware of any 
studies that test the effect of correlated error terms for PLS estimates and although the presence of correlated errors 
is relatively easy to test by for example examining the magnitude of crossloadings in item to construct crossloading 
matrix, we have not seen this applied in any PLS paper. For SEM the standardized root mean square residual fit 
index described the magnitude of residual covariances after the model implied covariances are partialled out from 
the data. One rule of thumb indicates that .10 would be the highest acceptable level of miss fit (Kline, 2005, p. 141), 
which implies that if all the error correlations were on equal level, the highest acceptable level would be .316. Based 
on this, we can conclude that the error correlations probably typically vary between .3 and -.3 for well fitting SEM 
models. 
                                                          
4
 e.g. Qureshi & Compeau, 2009 
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While the weighting scheme iteratively minimizes the sum of squares of residuals in each regression analysis, it 
does not immediately follow that the measurements would be less erroneous than if the items were weighted 
equally. If we were to estimate the strength of a relationship between two constructs, an ideal composite variable 
method would first establish a set of scores that as closely as possible reflects the true scores and then use these 
measured scores to estimate the relationship between the constructs. In contrast to this ideal approach, PLS method 
uses the information from the inner model to estimate the construct values thus departing from this ideal approach. 
In other words, PLS forms empirical constructs that maximize the explained variance in the inner model (thus 
maximizing the path coefficients) but this does not necessarily mean that the correlation between the true values of 
the constructs and the composites would be maximized. Even if PLS estimates are consistent under the joint 
condition of large sample size and large number of indicators, "consistency does not imply that the estimator is 
unbiased in the limit" (Wold, 1980, p. 67)  
We can illustrate biased estimates with an example. Consider a model with two constructs A and B having three 
indicators each having equal loadings on the construct. Consider also that the first indicators of both constructs have 
error components that are positively correlated while the rest of the error components are uncorrelated in the sample. 
There is a regression path from A to B. The population model is shown in Figure 1 and we assume that the sample 
variance-covariance matrix is equal to the population variance-covariance matrix. 
         
Figure 1: Example model with correlated error term 
If analyzed with standardized summed scales, we just combine all variance in the constructs and estimate the 
regression between these composites. With this method the estimate of the correlation between A and B is biased, 
since each construct is estimated as a sum of the true score components A and B and all measurement error 
components. Since the standardized regression coefficient for a two-variable regression is the correlation between 
these variables, we can present the standardized regression coefficient as 
 
(3) 
After we apply the calculation rules for covariances, we get 
 
(4) 
Which can be simplified as 
 
(5) 
In the equation 5 we can see how the measurement error attenuates the regression coefficient making this an 
inefficient estimator for the path coefficient in the population and how the error correlation causes bias in the 
positive direction. The coefficient that is used to multiply the true covariance is the attenuation effect and the second 
term in the sum is the positive bias caused by the unmodeled error correlation. 
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The formula for the regression coefficient between A and B as estimated by PLS can be derived from the equation 3 
by adding weights. This can be simplified to 
 
(6) 
Again, we can see that the estimate for beta is inefficient (attenuated) and positively biased. Although it might not be 
immediately apparent, the coefficient of attenuation is minimized when all weights are equal. The proof is omitted 
due to the space constraint, but this feature becomes clear after considering the fact that in this case all indicators 
were equally good measures of the construct and hence there is no reason to weight one more than others. Moreover, 
setting a weight of an indicator to zero or close to zero would effectively mean reducing the number of indicators. 
However, rather than focusing on the coefficient of attenuation, we are more interested in what happens to the bias 
when weights are added for the indicators. We can write the coefficient multiplying the error covariance in a 
different form by canceling the weight of a1 from the subexpression on the third line of equation 6. 
 
(7) 
The numerator in the expression 7 is now independent of the weight of a1 and the denominator decreases when 
weight of a1 increases. This shows that if the weights of the variables with the error correlations are increased, the 
bias increases. Alternatively to this formal presentation, the same conclusion can be drawn intuitively by considering 
what happens when the weight of one or both of the variables with the error correlation is set to zero: this variable 
and the error correlation would be removed from the model.  
A key problem with PLS in this particular example is that it the algorithm actually weights the indicators a1 and b1 
more. The reason for this is that during the first inner estimation of the model the initial value of the A construct is 
used as a proxy for the B construct and the other way around. The covariance between one indicator of A between 
the current proxy estimate of B is shown in equation 8. The second and third indicators are correlated with the proxy 
estimates since they are caused by the correlating constructs, but the first indicators are correlated more since they 
have additional correlation due to correlated error variances. When the algorithm proceeds, this bias is amplified. 
We have switched from covariances to correlations to avoid the need for explicit consideration of standardization of 
the proxy values. 
 
(8) 
The expressions for coefficients for the weights of A indicators on round n and the weights of B indicators on round 
n-1 are shown in equation set 9 and can be combined to form equation 10. From this equation we can show using 
analytical induction that if the starting weights are equal, the weights of indicators having larger covariances will 
converge to larger values than weights of indicators that correlate less with the other set of indicators. The proof for 
this is omitted due to the space constraints. Since the average correlation of first indicator of the A construct with the 
indicators of the B construct is higher than the rest of the A indicators due to the presence of the error correlation, 
the first indicators of both constructs are indeed weighted more hence amplifying the bias created by the error 
correlation. 
Research methods 





We omit the structural equation modeling approach for solving the regression coefficient for two reasons. First, the 
model is over-identified and hence there is no analytical solution for the 21 structural equations that define the 
model implied covariance matrix for this model. Solving this system would require using any of the available 
numerical estimators for SEM. Second, the focus of this paper is on comparing summed scales and PLS, not PLS 
and SEM.  
From this simple example, we can generalize that in the presence of correlated error terms, which is practically 
always the case at least to some extent, summed scales approach ignores the error while PLS amplifies the error. 
Since the unique error variance attenuates the relationship between the constructs but amplified correlated error 
variance increase the perceived relationship between the constructs, the net result is that a researcher can fool herself 
into thinking that measurement error is controlled, while in reality it is not. In the next section of the paper we will 
use Monte Carlo simulation to test how this bias of amplifying error correlations affects the results of PLS analysis 
under different sample size and measurement quality. 
Simulation Study 
Methods 
Overall, our analysis approach follows a four-step approach. We start by generating a large set of data based on a 
population model and varying how good indicators our data are of the constructs. In the second stage, we use PLS 
and summed scales to approximate the values of the constructs by using the composites formed of the indicators. In 
the third stage, we tested how strongly the composite values calculated with these two approaches were related to 
the true values (reliability in classical test theory meaning) and if they were related to other constructs after the 
correct construct was controlled for (discriminant validity). The ultimate purpose is to test which of the two 
approaches (PLS and summed scale) provides most efficient estimates (that correlate more strongly with the true 
score) and least biased estimates (that are least affected by other constructs scores). We will explain this setting in 
more detail below. 
To test if the PLS weights provide more valid measurements than summed scales, we used a variation of Monte 
Carlo simulation approach. In practice, this means using simulated data to examine the properties of the distributions 
of random variables (Paxton, Curran, Bollen, Kirby, and Chen, 2001) allowing researchers to assess the finite 
sampling performance of statistics by creating controlled conditions from which sampling distributions of parameter 
estimates are produced. Knowledge of the sampling distribution is the key to the evaluation of the behavior of a 
statistic. When performing Monte Carlo simulation in path modeling context, the researcher first creates a model 
with known population parameters (i.e., the values are set by the researcher). Several repeated samples are drawn 
from that population, and the parameters of interest are estimated for each sample. After that, a sampling distribution 
is estimated for each population parameter by collecting the parameter estimates from all of the samples. The 
properties of the sampling distribution, such as its mean or variance, are obtained from this estimated sampling 
distribution. Thus Monte Carlo simulation can be considered as a “brute force” approach to empirically evaluating 
statistics. The need for the large number of samples is due to the nature of statistical sampling and frequentist 
statistics: Typically the significance of an effect is estimated by the likelihood of drawing a sample where an effect 
is present when a similar effect does not exist in the population. Since the measured effects vary across each sample 
of the same population, estimating the performance of a statistical test requires drawing multiple samples and 
evaluating the distribution of the estimated parameters. In a typical Monte Carlo analysis, the researcher replicates 
the analysis several times under different conditions to identify when a statistic performs well. Similar Monte Carlo 
studies are common in IS for testing the performance of PLS (Qureshi and Compeau, 2009). 
Latent variables are by definition unobservable as they cannot have any quantitative, empirically measurable values 
(Borsboom et al., 2003). Therefore we utilized an approach in which the true values of the latent variables are a 
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priori known: First, we drew two random variables from multivariate normal distribution with unit variance. Then, 
we calculated a third variable that was 0.3 times the sum of these two variables and added a random error term such 
that the variance of the third variable was one. Since all latent variables have equal variance and the exogenous 
variables are uncorrelated, this results in R
2
 of little less than 0.20, which is typical for models presented in IS 
journals. The population variance of each of these variables – that we label constructs – is one and the population 
mean zero. This setting is equal to a path model with two exogenous variables and one endogenous variable with 
regression paths of strength 0.3 between the constructs.  
After establishing the construct level (structural) model, we generated values for several reflective indicator 
variables for each of the construct variables. This was done by multiplying construct values with factor loadings and 
then adding error correlations and error variance to make the sample variance of indicators equal to one
5
.  
The next step was to determine the conditions to vary in data generation. In total, we used five varying conditions: 
sample size, number of indicators, average sizes of factor loadings, variances of factor loadings, and levels of error 
correlations. Sample size was parametrized as having three different values: 50, 100, and 250. The minimum was set 
to as low as 50 because PLS is often argued not to impose restrictions on the sample size, which is in turn often used 
as a rationale for using PLS in situations with low sample size (Marcoulides and Saunders, 2006). Numbers of 
indicators were set to 3, 4, and 6 to reflect a typical PLS paper. Varying this is important as PLS is known to confine 
to what is called as consistency at large, meaning that the estimates are consistent when both sample size and 
number of indicators become infinite (Jöreskog and Wold, 1982). 
Average sizes of factor loadings were set to three levels: 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. In addition to average factor loading size, 
in order to simulate the fact that indicators do not always load equally to constructs, we parametrized the loadings by 
adding random variation in each of the loadings. Addition of variation in the loadings is important due to the fact 
that in case of equal loadings, the alleged advantage of PLS – that is, to weight the more reliable indicators more 
than others – becomes useless as in this case using the sum scales with equal weights is the best option since no 
indicator is better than another. To accommodate this into our analysis, instead of using the three specified factor 
loading levels, we drew the factor loadings from a uniform distribution whose mean was the factor loading level and 
absolute maximum deviation had three levels of 0.0, 0.1, and 0.2, which we labeled as small, medium, and large 
respectively. For example in a case of average factor loading of 0.6 and variation of 0.1, the factor loadings are 
drawn from the uniform distribution between 0.5 and 0.7. Furthermore, the error terms were further assigned to have 
a specific level of error correlation with the other error terms in the model as this is often the case in practical 
situations. We used three levels of error correlations: 0.0, 0.2, and 0.4 and drew the correlations randomly from 
uniform distribution where the level was the maximum absolute value of correlation. The expected value of squared 
correlation on the .4 level is .0533, which means that when considering the standardized root mean square residual 
criterion, fitting SEM model with this data would still be considered to have good fit. Hence even the most extreme 
of these simulation conditions is rather conservative. We replicated the analysis 500 times for each 243 unique 
combination of parameters, which is a fairly typical amount of replications from Monte Carlo simulation studies.  
After generating the data by calculating the indicator scores, we developed two
6
 operationalizations for the 
constructs. First, sum scale was formed as a mean of the indicator values loading on a construct. Then, we estimated 
the model with plspm R package version 0.1-4 using reflective indicators and the path weighting scheme
7
. The 
generated construct values were stored along with the parameters that were used to generate the data. 
To ensure that the results obtained were not due to a bug in the plspm R-package, we analyzed a subset of the data 
using a PLS algorithm that we wrote in Stata for estimating this particular model
8
. The reason for not using any 
                                                          
5
 Sample variance was used instead of population variance since this approach was much more simple to implement. 
6
 During development of this paper, we also calculated construct values based on orthogonal and oblique factor 
scores and with formative PLS. These results are not reported in detail in the paper since our purpose is to compare 
the summed scales approach with the reflective PLS approach. However, the factor scores that assume cross-
loadings did not perform well and the formative PLS provided the least valid results since the nature of 
measurement was not the same as what was in the population model. 
7
 We ran the analyses also with centroid and factor weighting schemes. The results of these analyses were similar to 
the patch weighting scheme and are thus not reported. 
8
 This analysis is available from the authors upon request. 
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readily available PLS package is that at the time of writing none of the available packages could run analyses in 
batches, making estimating a large number of models impractical. In most of the cases the estimates produced in 
Stata agreed with PLS results. Only in rare cases where the algorithm did not converge fast, the results differed due 
to rounding errors accumulating in the estimating process. 
After estimating the construct values using the two different methods, we compared these with the true score values 
with the two different methods. The analysis of the validity of the construct operationalizations started by first 
calculating all squared correlations between the true scores and each operationalization. The higher the squared 
correlation, the less error the operationalization contains. There are several reasons for using squared correlation 
instead of plain correlation
9
. First, in some rare cases the PLS algorithm converged to values that resulted in 
negative correlations between the construct values and true scores. Since this was considered to be an error in scale 
setting rather than an error in validity, we did not want to have the sign of the correlation affect the results. Second, 
the squared correlation conveniently tells how much of the construct value is explained by the true score while the 
rest is error. Third, using squared correlation allowed us to test for bias in the construct. Since squared correlation of 
two variables is equal to the R
2
 when these variables are regressed on one another, we can compare how much the 
R
2
 is increased if we add also the true scores of other constructs as predictors. If the measure for a construct has 
good  discriminant validity, the R
2
 should not increase significantly when the rest of the true scores are added to the 
model. The rationale for this is that in the population model, the indicators of two constructs are related only through 
the constructs and hence a measure formed from one set of indicators should not correlate with other constructs 
when the correct construct is controlled for. If there is a relationship between an operationalization of a construct 
and the true score of another construct, then this is an indication that the operationalization does not properly 
discriminate between the two constructs and hence any analysis of the relationship between the constructs is biased. 
This is an important test since the first measure captures only the reliability of the measurement in the classical test 
theory sense, but does not reveal any potential bias that could cause inflation of the model coefficients. 
We analyzed these two measures of goodness of measurement – the squared correlation between the measured value 
and true score and change in R
2
 when the two other true score values were added as predictors - first descriptively 
using tables and plots and finally using regressions to see which of the estimation parameters had most effect on the 
results. R code for generating the date, calculating the composites, and estimating the R
2 
values for one replication is 
provided in Appendix 1. 
Results 
We start presenting the results by first taking a look at the ultimate measure of the quality of the measurement in the 
classical test theory: the squared correlation between the true score and the measured score. Table 2 presents the 
results of comparing squared correlation of PLS estimates with the true score values and summed scales with the 
true scores. The table shows each unique estimating condition and then two figures and a test of significance. The 
first figure shows the frequency of summed scale providing estimates that correlate more with the true score than 
what the PLS estimates did. The second figure is the frequency of PLS estimates correlating stronger than the 
summed scale estimates. These sum to 1500 since each of the 500 replications generated values for all of the tree 
constructs. The stars show a result of two single-tailed paired t-test of the two estimates. Stars in parentheses 
indicate that the alternative hypothesis that sum scales estimates correlate stronger with the true score than PLS 
estimates received more support than the other alternative hypothesis that PLS results correlated more with the true 
score values. 
The results suggest that when the data are poor, PLS tends to produce less valid results than summed scales. In fact, 
on the first page of the table, every single condition produced more instances when summed scale performed better 
than PLS estimates and all t-tests are significant at p<.001. Only when the indicator count and sample size have the 
largest possible values and the factor loadings are at .6 or .8 level, PLS estimates correlate more with the true scores 
                                                          
9
 Typically researchers use Cronbach’s alpha or composite reliability to estimate the reliability of the index. These 
are ways to approximate the correlation between the true score and the measured score in the absence of information 
about the true score values. Since in our simulation, the true scores were a priori known, we could use the 
correlation between the measure and true score directly.  
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than the sum scale estimates. However, paradoxically even if under some conditions PLS is more often better than 
summed scale, the t-test indicates that PLS is actually worse in that condition. The reason for this is that in the cases 
where PLS did provide better results, they were only marginally better and when PLS converged to poor estimates, 
they were substantially less correlated with the true score than summed scales.  
Table 3 shows regression analyses examining what determines the relative performance of PLS algorithm over 
summed scales. First two equations have the difference of squared correlations as the dependent variable. If this 
difference is positive, then PLS provided an estimate that correlated more strongly with the true score than the 
summed scale estimate did. The dependent variable in the third and fourth model is the difference of change in R
2
 
when the rest of the constructs are added as predictors. Again, when this value is positive, then the added 
explanatory power of the extra constructs is smaller for PLS and hence PLS estimates have better discriminant 
validity than summed scales. Since the variable indicator loading has the largest coefficient of all the varied 
conditions, we added interaction effects of this variable with the other variables in the even models as extra 
predictors. 
The negative intercepts suggest that on average, PLS estimates perform worse than summed scales. Also, several 
other features can be identified in the table. First, values of exogenous constructs are substantially less valid and 
more biased than endogenous construct. The reason for this is that these have only one path each and thus during the 
inner estimation these constructs replaced with the outer estimates of the endogenous construct thus increasing the 
likelihood that error correlations between these two constructs are inflated. The variance of factor loadings is 
positively related to the performance of the PLS algorithm suggesting that indicator weighting can indeed in some 
occasion weight more the items that are more reliable. All indicators of data quality are positively related to the 
performance of PLS model. This means that when the data is contaminated with measurement error PLS is not the 
optimal choice. This is in stark contrast to statements that PLS would control for measurement error.  
 
Table 3 Determinants of bias and reliability 
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Discussion and Conclusions 
In the IS literature, PLS is most often compared with structural equation modeling with latent variables. However, 
this is a false dichotomy since PLS is but a one possible composite variables approach for path modeling. In this 
paper we have compared construct validity between PLS approach and the simplest composite variable approach 
available: the summed scales. Traditionally the use of PLS over the regular OLS regressions with summed scales 
has been justified by the argument that PLS comprises more valid measurements by weighting the good indicators 
more than others. In this paper we have demonstrated that this assumption is likely to be false in practical situations: 
Although PLS does weight some indicators more, it does not necessarily mean that they are the 'good' indicators that 
should receive more weight when maximizing construct validity. Although the rationale for data dependent 
weighting is probably true in ideal situations where the measures of different constructs correlate only with regard to 
their associated constructs and the structural paths between them, this is seldom the situation in practice. In real-life 
data analysis situation there are practically always error correlations in the data. In these situations, PLS – while 
maximizing the explained total variance of endogenous constructs – does not work as well as in ideal situations: 
When there is extra correlation between the items of different constructs, PLS considers these items to comprise 
better measurement of their associated constructs because that would maximize the capability of the structural model 
to explain the variance of endogenous constructs. Thus PLS weights these indicators more as they appear to be 
better indicators in PLS's sense, while in reality the situation is quite opposite. This weighting of the indicators 
falsely recognized as 'good' tends to bias the results by ‘bending’ the constructs toward each other.  
In this paper we have provided preliminary evidence that PLS tends to bias the results when unintended inter-item 
correlations are present. We concentrated mostly on comparison of PLS and summed scales approach. The results 
suggest that in most situations, the summed scales approach does produce more valid measurement than PLS. Only 
under extremely favorable conditions, PLS provided better estimates than summed scales and in these cases the 
difference was so small as to probably not have any impact on the results. If your study generalizes from this simple 
model to any model, this would have weighty implications for the use of PLS: both PLS and summed scales with 
regression can be used to estimate path models and both have the same requirements for the data. Since the alleged 
advantage of PLS as producing better measurement by weighting the indicators does not seem to hold, it is unclear 
why this more complex method should be used instead of the simple summed scales approach. 
One considerable limitation to our study is that we did not include model complexity as a parameter in our research 
design. Thus the results we have presented here are mostly preliminary in a sense that more research should be done 
on the construct validity of the PLS using different structural models. To overcome this limitation and establish the 
generalizability of our results further, research utilizing more versatile models and preferably real world data is 
required.  
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# The following matrix contains the population values for the regression coefficients of the inner model.Dependents are on rows 
and independents on cols. The matrix must be square and lower triangular. 
  populationmodel <- t(array(c(0,  0,  0, 0,  0,  0, .3,  .3,  0),dim=c(3,3))) 
 
  constructcount <- nrow(populationmodel) 
   
# GENERATE TEST DATA. 
   
  constructs=data.frame(row.names =c(1:sample)) 
   
  for ( i in 1:constructcount ){ 
    newvar <- mat.or.vec(sample,1) 
# Calculate fitted values if this is endogeneous variable 
    for ( j in 1:constructcount){ if(populationmodel[i,j]>0) { newvar <- newvar + populationmodel[i,j]*constructs[[j]] }} 
 
# Add residual.  
    residual <- 1-var(newvar) 
    newvar <- newvar + rnorm(sample)*sqrt(residual) 
    constructs <- data.frame(constructs,newvar) 
  } 
 
# Calculate the indicator values 
  indicators=data.frame(row.names =c(1:sample)) 
  residualstandarddeviations <- c() 
 
  for ( i in 1:constructcount ){ 
    for ( j in 1:indicatorcount){ 
 
      thisloading <- factorloading+(runif(1)-.5)*2*factorloadinginterval 
# "True values" of indicators 
      indicators <- data.frame(indicators,constructs[[i]]*thisloading) 
   
# Calculate how much residual is needed to get unit variance for indicators 
      residualstandarddeviations <- append(residualstandarddeviations,sqrt(1-thisloading^2)) 
    } 
  } 
 
# A correlation matrix, scale it to get the maximum correlations right and then fix diagonal.  
  cormat <- rcorr(indicatorcount*constructcount)*errorcorrelations+diag(1-errorcorrelations,nrow = 
indicatorcount*constructcount,ncol = indicatorcount*constructcount) 
 
# Scale the matrix so that it is a covariance matrix of the residuals that were calculated earlier 
  errorcovariancematrix <- cormat * residualstandarddeviations %*% t(residualstandarddeviations) 
 
#Draw residuals from multivariate normal distribution using the calculated matrix and add these to the indicator values. Since 
error correlations are a feature of the sample, not the population, mu and Sigma are considered as sample values. 
  indicators <- indicators+mvrnorm(n = sample, mu = rep(0,constructcount*indicatorcount), Sigma = 
(errorcovariancematrix+t(errorcovariancematrix))/2,empirical=TRUE) 
   
# CALCULATE CONSTRUCT VALUES WITH DIFFERENT APPROACHES 
   
#Summed scales 
   
  constructssum=data.frame(row.names =c(1:sample)) 
  for ( i in 1:constructcount ){ constructssum=data.frame(constructssum,rowMeans(indicators[((i-
1)*indicatorcount+1):(i*indicatorcount)])) } 
   
#PLS, reflective. Start with inner and outer model matrixes.  
   
  inner <- populationmodel!=0 
  outer <- list() 
  for ( i in 1:constructcount ){ outer[[i]] <- c(((i-1)*indicatorcount+1):(i*indicatorcount)) } 
  constructspls <- data.frame(plspm(indicators,inner,outer, rep("A",constructcount), scheme= "path", scaled=FALSE)$scores) 
   
# Calculate four regressions and store the r squared values 
  for ( i in 1:constructcount ){ 
    est<-lm(as.formula(paste("constructssum[[",i,"]] ~  ",names(constructs)[[i]],sep="")) ,data=constructs) 
    res1<-summary.lm(est)$r.squared 
    est<-lm(as.formula(paste("constructspls[[",i,"]] ~  ",names(constructs)[[i]],sep="")) ,data=constructs) 
    res2<-summary.lm(est)$r.squared 
    est<-lm(as.formula(paste("constructssum[[",i,"]] ~  ",paste(names(constructs),collapse=" + "),sep="")) ,data=constructs) 
    res3<-summary.lm(est)$r.squared 
    est<-lm(as.formula(paste("constructspls[[",i,"]] ~  ",paste(names(constructs),collapse=" + "),sep="")) ,data=constructs) 
    res4<-summary.lm(est)$r.squared 
 
#Write the results for one construct to disk as csv 
    
write.table(cbind(replication,i,sample,indicatorcount,factorloading,factorloadinginterval,errorcorrelations,res1,res2,res3,res4),
file="results.csv",append = TRUE, col.names = FALSE, row.names = FALSE,sep=",") 
  } 
} 
